
 

 

 

November 2015 AHS '63 

Newsletter 
PARTS IS PARTS EDITION  

Austin, November 11. Growing up around the 50s dinner table, 'not sure when we 

were each assigned the piece of chicken that would always be "ours" for life, but 

the skinny sister always got the wings...she said she liked 'em...figures. Her two 

chubbette siblings were assigned drumsticks -- which we detest to this day. 

But we all vied for the pulleybone. So when was the last time you actually saw 

that piece in the chicken parts dept? ...lost to the ages.They don't cut up chicken 

like our mothers did back then. Etched forever in the heart's memory is holding 

one end of the wishbone and jerking sharply straight up...and it would break long 

every time...we were the fam wishbone champ. Which 'pretty much guaranteed 

glory but didn't get us out of doing the dishes *sigh* ...but ... it brings the mind to 

wonder:  we could do an old-fashioned chop job on the turkey and batter-fry that 

thing  ... experience the giant pulleybone.. *ooooo*  think of the ginormous 

wishpotential. Might could even catch the lottery fairies offguard with that one! 



 

 

We are thinking you didn't know what the Austin 

High Red Jackets looked like these days. Well 

here you go. You will notice there are no red 

jackets or little white gloves, and that's not Mrs. 

Herndon either. And this is a dance team which 

performs at regional and national competitions and 

teaches children's dance clinics.  

 

AND, JUST FYI TO THE '63 FOOTBALL 

GUYS how about THIS for a hot idea: 

The Maroons have just finished a 7-3 season and 

are gearing up for a huge playoff game against 

Pflugerville Hendickson -- this Friday the 13th, 

7:30p at Pflugerville Hendrickson HS. Tickets are 

$9 at the gate. We are thinking sumbody could get 

up a tailgater for that! what a fun idea.   
 

 

and finally, here it 
is....claudia's little list 
of turkey birthdays 

 

 
   

02  JoAnn Morris Matthews (44) 

03  Glynda Hodges Pickens (45) 

03  Dottie Plummer Blacklock 
(44) 

05  Kay Bartlett Threadgill (45) 

10  Brooks Peterson (45) 

11  Terry Marlatt (44) 

14  Bob Bodoin (45) 

15  John Neal (44) 

15  Margaret "Margie" Cowan 
(45) 

19  Linda Kreisle Littlefield (45) 



 

 

GET YOUR $3 TURKEY TACOS  
AT THE RITA - TUES. NOV 17
(actually they PROBABLY don't have turkey but 

they do have some great tacos) 
OH COME ON 

*use the handy reply function, it works 
great* or just show up! 

we'll drag up another chair and act 
glad to see ya.  
MEANWHILE 

Guess who showed up at the Fonda last 
time? all the way from Liberty Hill...

 
...it was great to see you Kenny, and 

meiling too...and here are a few 
more showdogs: 

20  Joe Dike (44) 

21  Steve Hackerman (45) 

23  Marianne Mexia Robinette 
(44) 

24  Doris Rhoades Sadler (45) 

 

 

LOYAL FOREVER 

Y'ALL 

  

 



 

 

danny & sidney 

 

steve & bill 
 

 

 
 


